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We demonstrate the dramatic effect of non-uniform, discrete electric polarizability in high-TC

superconductors on the spatial fluctuations of the short to medium range Coulomb interactions
through a real-space semiclassical model. Although this is a general property, we concentrate on
the cuprates as parent compounds, in which the charge carriers are primarily concentrated on the
O sublattice. The anisotropic effective Cu-O bond polarization caused by charge transfer energy
modulation and the O2− atomic polarizability together generate a non-monotonic screened hole-hole
Coulomb interaction at short distances that displays a local minimum at the in-plane second nearest
neighbor O-O distance solely along the Cu-O bond direction. This is in accordance with the pseu-
dogap phase anisotropy and the short coherence length observed in many high-TC superconductors.

The study of high-temperature superconductors has been a cornerstone of materials science since the discovery
of the first cuprate superconductor in 1986 [1, 2]. The phenomena explaining the properties of this complicated
class of compounds remains controversial to date. The underlying physics enabling superconductivity in so-called
conventional superconductors is reliably understood from BCS theory to stem from electron-phonon coupling allowing
for the electron-electron (or hole-hole) Coulomb repulsion to be overcome, leading to an effective attractive interaction
at an inter-electron spacing much larger than the lattice spacing [3]. This attraction can be thought of as stemming
from a minimum in the pair energy if the charge carriers are far apart via the exchange of a phonon, as is the case in
the Cooper pair formation theory. However, one of the many standing mysteries of the cuprate superconductors is the
short measured coherence length, which corresponds to the the average distance between the carriers in a pair [4]. This
is hard to justify within the conventional BCS theory since the direct repulsive interaction that has to be overcome
would be too large; typical electron-phonon based theories seem not to work. Consequently, an integral focus of the
superconducting physics community has been to develop model Hamiltonians which include repulsive interactions
and pairing mechanism other than phonons such as spin or charge fluctuations, albeit with limited success [5, 6]. A
great deal of very interesting phenomena have been discovered in the exciting path of trying to explain the high-TC

behaviour of cuprates and similar materials like the infinite layer nickelates and iron-based superconductors [7–9].
Through charge susceptibility calculations for a model only containing repulsive interactions, Leggett has shown

that an important part of the energy savings caused by pairing in cuprates originates from the enhancement of the
small q (large wavelength) Coulomb interaction screening [10]. This elegant theory predicts an attractive interaction
at relatively large distances, a possibility for which he also provides considerable experimental evidence. However, the
very short correlation length of a pair in the high-Tc cuprates is an indication that a mechanism acting on a short
range is responsible. A candidate that has shown promise in formalizing the theory of high-Tc superconductors is
electric polarization in non-uniformly polarizable media [9, 11]. While the proper treatment of polarization is a very
well studied topic, it is an area that is often plagued with multiple approximations that mask its full effects [12, 13].
It has been demonstrated that this phenomenon has the potential contribute a strong attractive contribution to short
range charged fermionic pair interactions, although the net interaction remained repulsive as shown by publications
from Georges and Imada [8, 14]. The example of iron pnictides is based on the very high polarizabilities of the heavy
anions arsenic or selenium [9, 15], although Imada and Georges found that charge transfer processes between .

In this paper we show that if we consider the influence of highly-directional bond polarizabilites in addition to
atomic polarizabilities, a significant attractive contribution to the internal charge carrier pair interaction arises for
the case of holes on oxygen ions in close proximity in the CuO2 planes. This result is presented in Figure 1, where
the inset shows the net interaction between two holes on second nearest neighbor O sites. This effect is highly range
and direction-dependent, and results in large local minima and maxima in the inter-oxygen hole-hole interactions.
We go beyond the prominent Clausius-Mossotti formulation of polarization in solids, which is a long-standing way of
estimating optical dielectric constants via atomic polarizabilities in ionic insulators [16–18]. That approach smooths
out the discrete nature of the lattice and defines a dielectric function that describes the screening behavior at large
distances (q = 0) in a given material; foregoing this approximation can lead to considerable non-monotonic behavior
of the two-particle interaction [19, 20]. On the other hand, when it comes to the more covalent materials such as Si,
the bond polarizability must also play a very important part in the screening of Coulomb interactions [21, 22]. For
these systems whose electronic structure is described very well by density functional methods (DFT), the calculated
band structures can also be used to work out the charge susceptibility and the optical dielectric constant using a
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FIG. 1. Effective screened two-hole Coulomb interaction V ′(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2). This data was computed using equation (8) with
realistic base parameters (see text) as a function of distance with h1 fixed at R = 0 on an O site and h2 also positioned on
an O site along Path 1 (violet, violet region) or Path 2 (right, blue region). A breakdown of the different contributions to

V ′(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) from equation (7) is also shown.

Lindhard function approach. In strongly correlated materials which often are in-between ionic and covalent such as
the cuprate superconductors however, these approaches are not expected to work well for calculating short range
interactions which, as we will show, are dominated by local field corrections. Furthermore, these local effects are
mostly neglected or strongly approximately despite their importance especially for lower-dimensional materials, often
by assuming a fully diagonal dielectric matrix [13, 23]. We demonstrate their importance by including not only the
atomic polarizability but also the bond polarizability which is responsible for the covalency contribution to the general
dielectric function. We focus on the CuO2 2D-layer of cuprate superconductors as a principal case study because of it
hosting the key physics in those compounds and their historic importance in the field of high-Tc superconductivity,
as well as due to the presence of highly-polarizable O2− ions and significant covalent bonding between the Cu and O
ions [24, 25].

We start with the valuable conclusion of most studies that the mobile charge carriers are primarily housed in O
2p orbitals in the hole-doped cuprates, as in the Zhang-Rice singlet description or the three-spin polaron picture of
Emery, because it is widely recognized that the parent compounds are in the charge transfer gap region of the ZSA
classification scheme [24, 26, 27]. In this work, we are interested in the screened Coulomb interaction V ′(R⃗h1

, R⃗h2
)

between two doped holes h1 and h2 of charge |e| located on the ions positioned at R⃗h1
and R⃗h2

respectively in an
initially undoped CuO2 layer cluster with a typical Cu-Cu distance a = 3.80 Å [28]. This quantity is obtained by

subtracting the polarization energy associated with the holes’ introduction Epol(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) to the bare interaction

V0(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

):

V ′(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

) = V0(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

)− Epol(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

). (1)

We set up an electrostatic model which is illustrated in Figure 2a. The ionic positions R⃗κ
ij are labelled by indices (i,j)

which indicate the positions of Cu sites and by index κ ∈ {Cu, O ↑, O →} that designates an ion in the standard
3-atom basis including a Cu and the O ions above and to its right. All quantities associated with a specific ion
follow this indexing scheme below. To compute V ′(R⃗h1

, R⃗h2
), we fix h1 on a specific ion and vary the position of h2.
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FIG. 2. a) Diagram of the polarization effects induced by a single doped hole on an O site of a CuO2 cluster. Calculations
with a second hole placed in Paths 1 and 2 were performed to take the angular dependence of the two-particle interaction into
account. b) Nearest neighbor hole hopping processes between a single Cu 3dx2−y2 orbital and its four surrounding O 2px/2py
orbitals. This represents the Hamiltonian in equation (4).

Crucially, when considering doped holes on O sites, there is an angular dependence to the 2-hole interaction caused by
the presence of twice as many O ions as Cu ions in the structure, leading to a two-fold rotation-symmetric Coulomb
interaction V ′(R⃗h1

, R⃗h2
) ̸= V ′(Rh2−h1

) that it not a pure function of the hole-hole distance Rh2−h1
= |R⃗h2

− R⃗h1
|.

We thus consider the two distinct directions in which h2 can be placed, namely Path 1 and Path 2 as indicated in
Figure 2 a), which respectively does and doesn’t feature a Cu ion in between h1 and h2 if the latter is placed at
the second nearest neighbor O site from h1 (Rh2−h1

= a). The doped holes produce a combined monopole Coulomb

electric field E⃗h(R⃗
κ
ij) and a potential Vh(R⃗

κ
ij) which electrically polarize ions, inducing atomic electric dipoles p⃗κ

ij

which also emit their own collective dipole electric field E⃗p(R⃗
κ
ij) and potential Vp(R⃗

κ
ij). These potentials also modify

the on-site energy cost ϵκij of adding a hole to a specific ion, leading to a modulation of the charge transfer energy

∆
{↑,→}
ij = ϵ

O{↑,→}
ij − ϵCu

ij (2)

for each bond. This local covalency-varying effect induces polarization strictly aligned with bond axes which modifies
the effective valence hole charge Qκ

ij on each ion, which we take to be point-like. These charges also have their own

combined field E⃗Q(R⃗
κ
ij) and potential VQ(R⃗

κ
ij) .

The atomic dipoles have the following linear form:

p⃗κ
ij = αO

(
E⃗h(R⃗

κ
ij) + E⃗Q(R⃗

κ
ij) + E⃗p(R⃗

κ
ij)
)
, (3)

where αO is the atomic polarizability of the O2− ion. Because of the very small polarizability of the Cu+ ions
compared to αO, its atomic dipoles are inconsequential [29]. On the other hand, determining the changes in the
valence hole charge densities on Cu and O ions induced by hole doping is not as simple. As is standard, we consider
the hole vacuum state to be populated by O2− and Cu+ ions such that their electronic configurations (2p6 and 3d10

respectively) only have filled shells [24, 26, 30]. It is known experimentally as well as through ab initio calculations
that the CuO2 planes in undoped cuprates host 1 hole per Cu [28, 31]. While that hole is often taken as being fully on
the Cu 3d orbitals, calculations and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements have shown a strong covalent
character in the wavefunction of that hole; approximately 70% to 80% of its charge density rests on Cu sites, while
20% to 30% is on O ions (corresponding to 10% to 15% per O) [32, 33]. To capture this covalency before and after
doping, we set up a local 5-dimensional Hamiltonian Hij for each ”CuO4” cluster containing one Cu site and the four
O ions surrounding it:
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Hij = Ψ†
ijhijΨij ,

Ψij =
(
dij p↑ij p→ij p↑i,j−1 p→i−1,j

)T
,

hij =


0 −tdp −tdp tdp tdp

−tdp ∆↑
ij tpp 0 −tpp

−tdp tpp ∆→
i−1,j −tpp 0

tdp 0 −tpp ∆↑
i,j−1 tpp

tdp −tpp 0 tpp ∆→
ij

,
(4)

where dij and p
{↑,→}
ij are the annihilation operators for a hole on the Cu at (i,j) and on the O at (i,j,O{↑,→})

respectively, and tdp and tpp are respectively the hopping integrals between neighboring Cu 3d and O 2p orbitals and
nearest neighbor O 2p orbitals. A visualization of a cluster along with the phase relationship between orbitals is given

in Figure 2 b). The screened charge transfer energies ∆
{↑,→}
ij depend on the on-site energies ϵij as shown in equation

(2), which can be written as:

ϵκij = |e|
[
Vh(R⃗

κ
ij) + VQ(R⃗

κ
ij) + Vp(R⃗

κ
ij) + V κ

M

]
+ Uκ

ij (5)

where Uκ
ij is the mean field level same-site contribution to the cost of adding a hole at R⃗κ

ij and V κ
M is the Madelung

potential in the vacuum state on ion type κ (elaborated in the supplementary note).
Diagonalizing hij in equation (4) for all the CuO4 clusters included in our model yields their ground states Φij =[

Φ
(1)
ij Φ

(2)
ij Φ

(3)
ij Φ

(4)
ij Φ

(5)
ij

]
, from which we extract the effective charge density on each ion:



QCu
ij

QO↑
ij

QO→
i−1,j

QO↑
i,j−1

QO→
ij


= |e|



|Φ(1)
ij |2

|Φ(2)
ij |2 + |Φ(4)

i,j+1|2

|Φ(3)
ij |2 + |Φ(5)

i−1,j |2

|Φ(4)
ij |2 + |Φ(4)

i,j−1|2

|Φ(5)
ij |2 + |Φ(2)

i+1,j |2


. (6)

To calculate Epol(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

) from equation (1) for the effective two-hole screened interaction, subtraction of single
hole contributions and of the base undoped energy of each cluster is necessary. Let us denote a hole configuration
with h which can indicate the presence of two hole (h = h1 +h2), a single hole (h = h1 or h = h2) or no holes (h = 0)
such that:

−Eh
pol(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) =

∑
i,j,κ

[
Qκ

ij

(
VQ(R⃗

κ
ij)

2
+ Vh(R⃗

κ
ij)

)
−

p⃗κ
ij

2
·
(
E⃗Q(R⃗

κ
ij) + E⃗h(R⃗

κ
ij)
)
+Ωκ

ij

]
, (7)

Epol(R⃗h1
, R⃗h2

) = (Eh1+h2

pol − E0
pol)− (Eh1

pol − E0
pol)− (Eh2

pol − E0
pol) = Eh1+h2

pol − Eh1

pol − Eh2

pol + E0
pol, (8)

where Ωκ
ij is the interaction between charges on the same ionic site (see the supplementary note). This includes

monopole-monopole, monopole-dipole, dipole-dipole interactions and dipole formation energy.
As realistic parameters in equations (3) and (4), we use literature values obtained from experimental data and

tight binding fits to DFT-calculated band structures on cuprates; t0dp = 1.30 eV, t0pp = 0.65 eV and α0
O = 2.75 Å3

[28, 29, 34]. The charge transfer energy ∆
{↑,→}
ij in equation (2) however is more complicated to set; it is modulated

by polarization effects differently for each Cu-O bond, but a base value ∆0 which quantifies the energy cost difference
of adding a hole on a O2− ion versus a Cu+ in the vacuum configuration needs to be chosen. Through calibrating our
model such that the right hole covalency is obtained without any doped holes, we set ∆0 = 6.0 eV (detailed in the
supplementary note). The screened Coulomb potential found with these parameters by solving the non-linear system
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of equations formed by equations (3) and (6) is shown in Figure 1. The interaction is significantly non-monotonic
at short distances due to the pronounced local field effects caused by the interdependent polarizing influence of the
doped holes, the atomic dipoles and the induced changes in ionic valence charges. A pronounced local minimum in
the first (Rh2−h1

= a√
2
) to third (Rh2−h1

= 2a√
2
) nearest neighbor region arises, with the largest dip emerging at

the second nearest neighbor distance (Rh2−h1 = a = 3.80 Å) if there is a Cu ion directly in between the two hole-
occupied O sites. This indicates the existence of a localized suppression of the hole-hole repulsion and is consistent
with the short cuprate superconductor coherence length, which is around 10 Åor smaller [4]. We can reconcile our
results with the Allen-Dynes formulation, a semi-analytical way to solve the Eliashberg equations for electron-phonon
coupling-mediated superconductors:

TC ∝ exp

{
−1.04(1 + λ)

λ− µ∗(1 + 0.62λ)

}
, (9)

where λ is a measure of electron-phonon coupling strength and µ∗ is the effective electronic Coulomb repulsion [35, 36].
The value of µ∗ is often set by comparison to experimental or ab initio results, with common values ranging between
0.1 and 0.3 depending on the presence of anti-pairing effects competing with superconductivity [37]. However, the
fact that it is a singular value makes it fail to capture strong fluctuations in the Coulomb interactions. Equation (9)
showcases that a small enough µ∗ could be the main driver of Cooper pairing even with small λ but also that, even
with electron-phonon coupling (or another mechanism entirely) being the principal originator of superconductivity in
a material, a highly-screened Coulomb interaction such as the one calculated in this model can significantly enhance
TC . Local Coulomb energy minima in real space can also still influence coherence lengths based no matter how small
their amplitude since they still represent energetically favorable positions, especially at doping densities that make
the long range part of V ′(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) unreachable.
The absence of the pronounced second nearest neighbor local minimum along Path 2 strongly enforces the need

to properly take the potential anisotropy of the Coulomb interaction into account in any accurate modelization of
short-range phenomena. This anisotropy is displayed in Figure 3. Comparing the left and right columns, the non-
linearity of the polarization effects is made obvious; the polarization cloud caused by the simultaneous influence of
more than one hole is not equivalent to the superposition of their individual effects, the latter approach resulting in
a momentous overestimation of charge and dipole modulation. If we turned of the charge transfer modulation and
only calculated polarization through ionic dipoles, the prior statement is true due to the direct addition featured
in the right column failing to capture a crucial term ∝ E⃗h1(R⃗

κ
ij) · E⃗h2(R⃗

κ
ij) in the polarization energy [38]. Thus,

concurrently and interdependently taking the effects of all polarizing sources into account is necessary. Furthermore,
through proper subtraction of single particle and vacuum terms, the general orientation of induced dipoles is flipped
compared to the right column results as a consequence of the highly nonlinear behavior of the local charge transfer
energies. Now focusing on the realistic results on the left column, a) shows that the minimum at Rh2−h1

= a along
Path 1 is caused by the induction of significant same-site negative charge and atomic dipoles whose overall electric
force counter the hole-hole repulsion. This is highlighted by comparing Paths 1 and 2 in Figure 1 at Rh2−h1 = a,
especially the dipole and same-site contributions. The monopole part is also anisotropic due to the small negative
charge on the middle Cu, albeit to a lesser degree. The magnitude of these effects along Path 2 are quite lower as
presented in b). To contrast, the nearest neighbor polarization in c) also exhibits dipoles and charges favourable to
hole-hole attraction, explaining the Path 2 local minimum occurring at that distance, but the repulsion suppression
is not as strong. These results are consistent with the cuprates being d-wave superconductors and the anisotropy
inherent to the experimentally-measured pseudogap phase considered to be intrinsically linked to the superconducting
phase of these materials, which exhibits insulating states allowing for Cooper pair formation only along the Cu-O
bond direction [39, 40]. Similar pseudogap phases have also been observed in other high-TC superconductors such
pnictides and nickelates [41, 42], but also in conventional superconductors [43, 44] and non-superconducting materials
[45], highlighting the broad applicability of this model.

The dependence of V ′(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) on the model’s parameters is also studied in Figure 4. Through a), b) and c)
we see that the screening strength is inversely proportional to ∆0, tdp and αO, which make sense since larges values
mean that polarization effects will not modulate covalency and atomic dipole magnitudes as strongly relative to the
undoped state as illustrated by equations (2) and (5). On the other hand, reducing it leads to the Path 1 Rh2−h1

= a
minimum to be attractive, indicating that strong deviations from realistic parameters can lead to unphysical results

(such as ∆
{↑,→}
ij < 0 for some Cu-O bonds) and convergence issues, corroborating the model’s realism. Thus,

similar calculations for other materials necessitate somewhat accurate approximations to Hamiltonian parameters.
Furthermore, d) reveals that lowering the nearest neighbor O-O hopping has the peculiar effect of destroying the Path
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FIG. 3. Induced charge and O2− dipole modulation induced by the introduction of doped holes. The holes are placed on O
sites that are a) second nearest neighbors along Path 1, b) second nearest neighbors along Path 2 and c) nearest neighbors.
The results on the left side of the figure result from a calculation with both holes present simultaneously while the one in the

right side are from summing the polarization results with h1 and h2 placed independently. The charges are in units of |e|
1000

,
and the dipole vector lengths on the left side are multiplied by 100 compared to the right side’s dipole scale.
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FIG. 4. V ′(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) calculated for various Hamiltonian parameters and hole ionic combinations. With the two holes on O
sites, potentials with different a) ∆0, b) tdp, c) αO and d) tpp values are shown while keeping all other parameters equal to
their base values as listed in the text. The same is presented for varying ∆0 for e) both holes on Cu sites, and f) h1 on an O
site and h2 on a Cu site.

1 local minimum and even turn it into a maximum. Physically, the O-O hopping channel dying out means that more
Cu-O transfer occurs, causing a large building of positive charge on the middle Cu which repels the holes and elevates
the monopole and same-site parts of V ′(R⃗h1

, R⃗h2
). Finally, e) and f) show that a small local minimum also occurs

when at least one hole is placed on a Cu site instead of O, which is known to be an energetically unlikely to occur for
cuprates in the superconducting doping concentration range. It is interesting to note that there is no anisotropy in
the Cu-Cu interaction, but there is an appreciable difference between Paths 1 and 2 present in the O-Cu interaction.
Figure 4 shows the absence of long range screening characteristic to 1D and 2D materials since a long-range dielectric
constant cannot be defined for dimensions lower than three, but on the other hand low-dimensional systems usually
exhibit stronger local field effects [46, 47].
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Another central takeaway of this work is that for calculations such as these where or other short-range phenomena
are important to properly capture, a real-space approach can offer significant computational advantages. Through a
standard ab initio reciprocal space calculation, a large amount of reciprocal lattice vectors (G-vectors) needs to be
considered to probe both large and small length scale effects simultaneously, leading to the necessary diagonalization
of momentously large matrices. To model phenomena down to a length scale d in a 2D square system with lattice
constant a, all G-vectors G⃗nx,ny

= 2π
a [nx, ny] (where nx and ny are integers) such that |G⃗nx,ny

+ G⃗n′
x,n

′
y
| falls within

within a circle of radius 2π
d need to be considered:

√
(nx + n′

x)
2 + (ny + n′

y)
2 ≤ a

d
. (10)

To capture the prized second nearest-neighbor (d = 3.80 Å) repulsion minimum in a reciprocal space calculation, a
large supercell needs to be defined depending on the desired hole doping; at the optimal 0.15 holes per Cu doping for
superconductivity, we need a = 52.20 Å to have 2 holes per cell, [25]. Using equation (10) and only considering vectors

that respect G⃗nx,ny
≤ 4π

d leads to 3249 mandatory G-vectors. Similar computations in 3D materials are significantly
more expensive in reciprocal space. If one is exclusively interested in what happens in the neighborhood of Rh2−h1

= d,

including non-diagonal elements only for G-vectors in a small spherical shell around radius |G⃗nx,ny
| ≈ 2π

d while keeping
the other parts of the matrix diagonal leads to size reductions. Regardless, the number of non-diagonal contributions
is substantially greater for small d since there are more combinations |G⃗nx,ny

+ G⃗n′
x,n

′
y
| ≈ 2π

d , reducing the potential
savings and improving the appeal of a real space approach.

Our model and results pave the way for proper, real-space treatment of the screened fermionic Coulomb interaction
in other materials, especially unconventional superconductors that feature highly polarizable ions and non-trivial
covalency. Systems with measured pseudogap-like phases like the iron pnictides or nickelates are good candidates to
probe the important impact of local field effects. A further extension to this study is to analyze the dependence of
TC on hole dopping concentration, similarly to the doping-dependent paralectric phase decline in SrTiO3 which has
been recently studied [48].
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Supplementary Note 1: Elaboration on the system of nonlinear equations for polarization variables

For the electric fields and potentials associated with the doped holes, ionic valence charges and atomic dipoles featured
in the main text, we have used the following explicit form in CGS units in our numerical computations:

V0(R⃗h1 , R⃗h2) =
|e|

|R⃗h2 − R⃗hl
|
δR⃗h2

,R⃗hl
,

Vh(R⃗
κ
ij) = |e|

2∑
l=1

1

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗hl

|
δR⃗κ

ij ,R⃗hl
,

E⃗h(R⃗
κ
ij) = |e|

2∑
l=1

R⃗κ
ij − R⃗hl

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗hl

|3
δR⃗κ

ij ,R⃗hl
,

VQ(R⃗
κ
ij) =

∑
(i′,j′,κ′) ̸=(i,j,κ)

Qκ′

i′j′
1

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′ |
,

E⃗Q(R⃗
κ
ij) =

∑
(i′,j′,κ′ )̸=(i,j,κ)

Qκ′

i′j′
R⃗κ

ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′ |3
,

Vp(R⃗
κ
ij) =

∑
(i′,j′,κ′ )̸=(i,j,κ)

p⃗κ
ij · (R⃗κ

ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′)

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′ |3
,

E⃗p(R⃗
κ
ij) =

∑
(i′,j′,κ′ )̸=(i,j,κ)

3[p⃗κ′

i′j′ · (R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′)](R⃗
κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′)

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′ |5
−

p⃗κ′

i′j′

|R⃗κ
ij − R⃗κ′

i′j′ |3
.

(S.11)

The same-site energy cost that enters in equation (2) in the main text is defined as such:

Uκ
ij =

Qκ
ij

|e|
[
Iκ(nh

ij + γκ + 1)− Iκ(nh
ij + γκ)

]
+ Iκ(nh

ij + γκ), (S.12)

Iκ(n) =

{
Eκ

I (n+ 1) , n ≥ 0

−Eκ
A(|n|) , n < 0

, (S.13)

where Eκ
I (n) and Eκ

A(n) are respectively the standard nth atomic ionization energy and electron affinity of the element

labeled by κ, γκ = δκ,Cu − 2δκ,O{↑,→} is the oxidation number of the ion considered and nh
ij =

∑2
n=1 δR⃗κ

ij ,R⃗hn
is the

number of doped holes at site R⃗κ
ij . Physically, this means that the cost of adding a hole to an ion with overall charge

γκ+Qκ
ij will be an appropriate fraction of the relevant ionization potential or electron affinity, added to one minus that

fraction of the next ionization potential or electron affinity [1]. For example, the cost of adding a hole to O(2−)+0.25 =
O1.75− is the sum of the costs of the steps O1.75− → O1− and O1− → O0.75−, i.e. −0.75EO

A (2) − 0.25EO
A (1). The

literature energy values that end up being used in this model’s numerical calculations are EO
I (1) = 13.62 eV [2],

EO
I (2) = 35.12 eV [2], EO

A (1) = −1.46 eV [3], EO
A (2) = 7.71 eV [4], ECu

I (1) = 7.72 eV [5], ECu
I (2) = 20.29 eV [6],

ECu
I (3) = 36.84 eV [7]. The Madelung potential V κ

M in equation (2) is the potential on the ion type labelled by κ
due to all other charges in the cuprate lattice in the vacuum state, in which the CuO2 planes (including the apical
oxygen) are entirely populated by O2− and Cu+ ions. It also appears in the base, undoped charge transfer energy:

∆0 = −EO
I (2)− ECu

A (2) + |e|(V O
M − V Cu

M ). (S.14)

.
Next, A disambiguation of what ”charge transfer energy” means in this work in contrast to other models is necessary.

A common value chosen to reproduce DFT band structures is 3.6 eV, but this would not be applicable to our model
because in theory this number should already takes screening effects into account in order to obtain the ”real” energy
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FIG. S.5. Ionic valence charges in an undoped CuO2 plane for different values of ∆0. This figure follows the same legend as in
Figure 2 in the main text. Small O2− atomic dipoles are present as a consequence of the finite nature of the clusters.

dispersion, as well as due to being used in Hamiltonians that do not explicitly consider all Coulomb interactions
[8–10]. Consequently, such models attribute the same energy cost to adding a hole on any O2− site (except same-site
and sometimes nearest-neighbor interactions) despite the effective potential at distinct ionic sites potentially being
different due to other added particles and their polarizing influence. This approximation is intrinsically related to
the Clausius-Mossotti local field effect-smoothing approach that our model is going beyond. Therefore, instead of
using a literature value, we calibrate the Madelung potentials in Equation S.14 (which are hard to calculate from first
principles in the vacuum state since they also depend on contributions outside the CuO2 plane) such that our model
leads to a proper and realistic Cu-O covalency for each hole per Cu added to the vacuum in the undoped CuO2 plane.
We set V O

M = −V Cu
M , a reasonable approximation based on literature calculations for various cuprates [11]. Aiming

for a Cu hole density of 75% as a compromise between the different calculation and NMR results cited above, we
reach as a baseline value ∆0 = 6.0 eV as shown in Figure S.5, specifically looking at the central Cu since edge effects
are eliminated and it is influenced by other charges isotropically. This leads to |e|V O

M = 17 eV and |e|V Cu
M = −17 eV.

Furthermore, the screened charge transfer energy ∆κ
ij we obtain for the undoped system is 1.62 eV, which is in the

1.5-2.0 eV range in which experimentally measured cuprate charge transfer energies fall [11–13].

On the other hand, the same-site term that enters in the polarization energy as featured in equation (7) is slightly
different because there can be two doped holes on the same site:

Ωκ
ij =

nh
ij∑

n=0

Iκ(n+ γ)

[(
Qκ

ij

|e|
− 1

)
δn,nh

ij
+ 1

]
. (S.15)

With all of these variables defined, the roots of a system of equations are determined numerically using the fsolve
function as part of the Python scientific package SciPy [14]. These are then inputted into equation (10) of the main
text to calculate the polarization energy of a given hole configuration.
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